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, ABSTRACT

This document summarizes progress made on the research of high

beta and second region transport and stability. In the area second stability

region studies we report on an investigation of the possibility of second

regionaccessinthe centerofTFTR "supcrshots".The instabilitiesfound

may coincidewithexperimentalobservation.Significantprogresshasbccn

made on theresistivestabilitypropertiesofhighbetapoloidal"supcrshot"

discharges.For thesestudiesprofileswere takenfrom theTRANSP
lr

transportanalysiscode which analyzesexperimentaldata. Invoking

flatteningofthepressureprofileon mode rationalsurfacescausestearing

modes topersistintotheexperimentalrangeofinterest.Further,the

experimentalobservationofthemodes seems tobe consistentwiththe

predictionsoftheMHD model.Inaddition,codedevelopmentinseveral

areashasproceeded.
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I. Introduction

This report is a summary of work carried out at the Grumman Corporate Research

Center during the period October 1989 - May 1990 and supported by the Department of

Energy under contract #DE-FG02-89ER51124. This contract was awarded following our

proposal submitted to the DoE in response to Special Research Grant Notice 89-4,

Transport Initiative in Tokamak Fusion Plasmas. That proposal was divided into three

main tasks of which the following two were selected for support"

TaskI' MHD StabilityStudiesofTransportSimulationsoftheSecondRegion.

(a)Stabilitystudiesoftransportsimulationsofsecondregionaccess

scenarios.

(b)Secondstabilityregionparameterizationofbeam heatedplasmas.

(c)ResistiveMHD analysisofhighbetaandhighbeta-poloidalplasmas.

Task 2: Time dependent Transport Modeling of Second Region Experiments.

(a) Investigate plasma profile modification for secondregion access.

(b) Implement models for RF heating and current drive

Initially, only Task 1 was funded ; additional funding for Task 2 was awarded more

recently (April 1990). During the period of this report, therefore, effort has concentrated

exclusively on Task 1. In particular, more effort has been expended in the area of resistive

MHD than had been anticipated in our original proposal. Significant progress in the

various areas is summarized briefly in section 2 while part 3 presents conclusions and

future work. A more detailed discussion of each area of work stated in Task 1 above is

given in the Appendices.
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2. Summary of Research Accomplishments

The following summarizes progress in the three areas _)f Task l stated above.

Section 2.1 describes our second region stability studies and encompasses Task l(a) and

Task l(b). Secuon 2.2 describes progress in our resistive MHD studies, Task l(c). This

work has also entailed some code development which is summarized in section 2.3.

Detailed descriptions are given in the Appendices A and B.

2.1 Second Region Stability Studies

In the area of Second Region Stability studies effort has continued on the analysis

of second region experiments. In particular, we have investigated the possibility of second

region stability in TFTR supershots. Preliminary analysis indicates that these supershots

could be close to the second region. Activities during the time period of the present

contract include:

• Stability Analysis of TFTR supershot experiments with emphasis on

determining the conditions required for second region access.

• Development of a method for including anisotropic pressure in the second

region boundary determination.

For the stability analysis of TFTR supershot experiments equilibrium profiles were taken

from TRANSP. These profiles were altered to study the effects of changing q0 and

peaking the pressure profile. The changes to the equilibrium were modest. Since q0 and

the beam pressure (which makes up half of the total MHD pressure) are not measured
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dire¢tly the assumed profiles are within the uncertainty of the experiment. We found that if

the pressure profile is slightly more peaked and if q0 > 1.3 the central part of the plasma

extends into the second region. Along with this, however, low-n ballooning modes

appeared (the so called infernal modes); the predominant mode was a n=2, m=3. While

such a mode is observed in the experiment it is indicated in the next section that the mode

could be resistive in character.

Development continued on including anisotropic pressure in the second region

boundary determination. The stability equations have been derived and the analysis for

their numerical solution completed.

2.2 Resistive MHD Studies

Our library of MHD stability codes includes a linear resistive code, known as

ARES, developed previously and extensively tested. Here, ARES has been applied

specifically to study the resistive MHD stability properties of TFTR 'supershot' discharges

where instabilities, thought to be tearing modes, often mar their confinement. Equilibrium

data was obtained directly from the TRANSP analysis code and subsequently varied to find

the conditions under which the experimentally observed instabilities occur computationally.

This analysis shows that high 13psupershot discharges tend to be resilient to tearing

instability as the result of toroidal curvature stabilization. While tearing modes can be

found at relatively small values of the Lundquist number, S, these typically stabilize when

S is orders of magnitude smaller than the range of experimental interest. The effect of

local pressure gradients and local flattening of the pressure profile in the vicinity of rational

surfaces, however, can mitigate this stabilizing influence. SpeeificaUy, when the

equilibrium pressure profile is flattened over some small region centered at the rational

surfaces the tearing modes persist into the S-range of interest and the harmonic structure is
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• cogsistent with the experimental observations. The main conclusions from this work can
' I

be summarized as tollows:

• The resistive stability properties of high _ supershot discharges is

sensitive to smallscale details of the pressure profde. Tearhag modes are

found which persist into the experimentalrange of interest only when we

invoke some mechanism wich flattens the pressure profile over narrow

regions in the vicinity of rational surfaces.

• Tearing modes are found when qo, theaxial value of the safety factor, is

Sufficientlylarge ( > 1.2). Stable operation then requires that qo should be

kept close to unity, contradicting the conclusions of 'second stability'

studies which favour large qo.

• The experimental observationof modes with toroidal mode number n=2 is

consistent with the predictions of the MHD model.

2.3 Code Development "

Dung the period of this report our equilibrium and stability codes continued to

evolve. Developments include:

• Standardization of the FORTRAN and system calls in both equilibrium and

stability codes for use on UNIX subsystems.

-4-
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,' • A multi-grid capability was added to the equilibrium code to allow much
,_ ,

larger number of flux surfaces to be used. This is particularly important for

resistive MItD analysis.,

The standardization of the FORTRAN and system calls in the equilibrium and stability

codes involved eliminating system calls peculiar to the CTSS operating system and

replacing them with Standard FORTRAN and UNIX routines. Thus, our codes now

operate both on the NERSC computer systems and o_ any UNIX based computer_ or

workstations. This has greatly increased the throughput of the codes.

In order to calculate equilibria with the resolutioqa required for our resistive MHD

studies a number of developments to the flux coordinate equilibrium solver have been

implemented. In particular, this code has been ada_ in such a way that a large number

(several hundred) of flux surfaces can be utilized to achieve the high resolution required in

some stability calculations. This is achieved tteratlvely, using a high order interpolation

scheme to insert new surfac;_s into the previous ,teration as required. This new

configuration is then processed until some prer,crabed tokrat_e is attained. This procedure

is found to converge quite rapidly.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

Significant progress is reported in both _,ut uteal and resistive MHD stability

studies. Various aspects of this work have been ,.teu:rabed at a number of meetings and

conferences (see Appendix C). In particular, the results from our resistive stability

analysis of TFTR data have evoked considerable interest m various other laborator/es both

in the USA and abroad. For example, B.Carreras and D.Spong at Oak Ridge will

--5--
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compare our results with the predictions of their neoclassical MHD equations and also

study the nonlinear stability of some of our equilibria.

We have established good working relationships with both the Theory Group and

the experimental division at PPPL. We have actively participated in regular meetings at

PPPL where our results have been discussed. In preparation for Task 2 of our proposal

we are presently cooperating with th RF group at PPPL to study the RF stabilization of

sawteeth, Similarly. we are in contact with the Columbia group 1:oparticipate in the

analysis of their high 13pexperiments on TFTR.

-6-
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' Appendix A
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Task l(a) and Task l(b): Stability Analysis of Transport.Simulations and

2nd,Region Stability of Beam.Heated Experiments

Several factors can contribute to access to the second region of stability. One is

shapirtgwhich is the basis of the PBX-M approach_. Other factors include high q, or high

beta poloidal and high aspect ratio which was the basis of the proposed SRX experiment,2.

Joint Columbia University and PPPL Experiments are underway to see if access by means

of the SRX approach can be done in TFTR 3. Some of the better TFTR "Supcrshots" while

not high aspect ratio certain.h,have high beta poloidal and peaked pressure profiles

suggesting the possibility that the central portion of the plasma may already have access to

the secondregion. Preliminary analysis indicates that the central portion of the plasma

during a TFTR "Supershots" could be on the threshold of the second region. Below we

present the results of a stability analysis of TFTR "Supers_,'Jt"experiments with emphasis

on determining what conditions are needed for second region access.

"Supershots" can on occasion have unusual MHD activity. An n = 2, m =3 mode

is sometimes observed which leads to a degradation in confinement. This mode is not

observed in other experiments. As will Ix-,shown below a low n ballooning mode or

"infernal mode" is one candidate for the observed MHD activity. The infernal mode is

often a feana_ associated with transition to the second region and as such could be

suggestive in this case that the central portion of the plasma is at or near the second region.

There is however, another candidate for the mode. A n = 2 resistive mode is found when

the equilibria are ideally stable which has broader parameter range for instability and does

not require second region access for the mode to occur.

To analyze TF'TR "Supershot"experiments, data was taken from the TRANSP

analy_ziscode4,5. TRANSP is a transport code which takes experimental data as input
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' along with other assumptions and calculates transport coefficients and other quantifies that
I

are not measured directly. Figure 1 shows profiles taken from TRANSP for the analysis of

Shot #35782 - one of the highest beta "Supershots". The time slice for this analysis was

taken at t = 4.0 seconds, just after the confinement started to deteriorate due to an observed

n = 2, m = 3 mode. Toroidal beta reached a peak value of 0.9 %, Fig. 1(a) with a plasma

current of 1.407 MA, Fig. 1(b).

"lhc neutral beam contribution is an important unknown in these calculations.

TRANSP uses a Monte-Ca-lo model for the neutral beam deposition. This leads to sorr_

uncertainty for the value of q on axis since the q profile is highly sensitive to the neutral

beam deposition profile used. The safety factor, q, on axis as given by TRANSP for Shot

#35782 was 0.75, Fig. l(e) with the entire q prof'tle for t = 4.0 seconds is given in Fig.

1(d). No ,,awteeth were observed during the experiment after the neutral beams were

turned on a t = 3.5 seconds which means that q0 ~ 1.0 may be more likely. The neutral

beam contribution to the total pressure is also significant, accounting for half of the total

pressure presenting further 1,ncertainty in analyzing the experimental data. In order to have

a fair analysis we took the original data produced by TRANSP and varied it somewhat to

see if instabilities lie in the immediate neighborhood. The changes to the equilibrium were

for the most part were within the uncetainty of the experimental data. In addition, we

wanted to study what effects changing q0 and peaking the pressure profile have on the

stability. For the pressure profile we used two profiles - the total MHD pressure which is

the com_n of plasma pressure plus beam pressure as given by TRANSP, Fig. 1(e)

and the more peaked plasma pressure only profile Fig. 1(f). Note, the plasma pressure can

be considered a measured quantity since ne, "re and Ti are were ali measured for this

discharge.

Figure 2 shows the method by which the q profile was altered. We specified the

<J.B>/<B.V¢> current profile along with the total current. This method wasuse_l because

adjusting the q0 profile directly often leads to unrealistic current profiles at high beta.

a 8 _
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Using a current pro f'fle specification (specifying <J.B>/<B,V¢> is one way) avoids this
I

problem. Figure 3 shows the first and second region critical pressure gradients plotted

along with the equilibrium pressure gradient using the combination of plasma pressureand

beam pressure as given by TRANSP while Changing q0. For the data right out of

TRANSP, Fig. 3(a) the stability analysis predicts a Mercier-Ballooning instability in the

center. No such modes are observed experimentally and the shot was free of sawteeth once

the beam came on suggesting that q0 may in fact be larger than that calculated by TRANSP.

As q0 is raised the equilibria become stable to ideal modes. For the most part the ,

equilibrium pressure gradient lies close to but below the first region boundary. Only a very

small region in _hecenter extends into the second region. When q0 --"1.31Fig.3(e) a

resistive mode appeared. An unusual feature of this resistive mode is that remained

unstable up to fairly large values of S. Typically most resistive modes are stable for the S

values of interest in TFTR unless some local flattening of the pressure profile on a mode

rational surface is invoked (see Appendix B).

In Fig. 4 rather than use the total pressure (beam pressure plus plasma pressure) we

used the plasma pressure prof'de alone as the model for the total pressure scalingp0

appropriately to give the correct beta. The pressure is sealed to get agreement with the

experimentally measured beta. This pressure profile is more pe_ed in the center. As can

be seen in Fig. 4(d)-(f) when q0 > 1.1 the central portion of the plasma extends up into the

second region. In Fig 5 we show the growth rate vs n for the case q0 - 1.32 (Fig. 4(e))

The narrow peaks in the growth rate are characteristic of low n ballooning modes or

"infernal" modes. As can be seen in Fig. 5 there is an unstable mode for n = 2. This

presents another candidate for the observed mode in the experirnent. However, it must be

kept in mind that this mode only appears over a very narrow range of q0. For q0 = 1.43 no

ideal instability was found however this equilibria was resistively unstable.

In summary, in order to get any kind of agreement with the modes observed

experimentally we need at least a q0 > 1.01 For Ballooning and Mercier stability a q0 > 1.1
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isneccssazy,When qo > 1,3thenn =2 resistivemodes arefound._fthepressureprofile
I

is slightly more peaked consistent with the measured plasma pressure in the experiment and

if qo > 1.1 then the central part of the plasma extends into the second region. However

along with this .an n = 2, m = 3 ideal ballooning modes appears (infernal mode) which is

unstable in a narrow range of qo. Such a mode is observed m the experiment, however, as

indicated in the previous section there is a possibility that the observed mode is resistive.

lM. S. Chatace, S. C. Jardin, and T. H. Stix, Phys. Rev Leu. 51. 1963 (1983).
al

2A. Bhattacharjee, R, laeono, M. H. Hughes, T. C. Marshall. M E. Mau¢i, G. A. Navratil, C. Pltangas,

M. W. Phillips, S. A. S_,bbagh,A. K. Sen, A. M. M. Todd, J W V_ Dmn,X..H Wang, "Second

Regime Tokamak Operation at Large Aspect Ratio" Colamtxa Umvcntt), Rept. No, 109, June 1987. ;

3K. M. McGuire and the TFTR Group,Ball. Amer Phys. Soc _,1. 1912 (1989).

4R. Hawryluk, in Physics ofPlasmasClosetoThermanuck_Com$_taonsffh'oc.CourseVarenna,1979),

voi.I,CommissionoftheEuropeanCommunities. SrusJe_lq(|979).
, .

SR.J.Goldston,D.C. McCune,H.H.Townex,S.L _ts, liJ Hswryluk,G. L.Schnidt,J.CompuL

Phys._,I,61 (1981).
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Task l(c): Resistive MHD analysis of high _ and high [3p plasmas.

1. The ARES Code

Our library of codes for MHD stability analysis includes a linear resistive code,

known as ARES I,developedpreviously.Apartfromlinearizationtheonlyfurther

assumptionsimplementedinARES arethattheperturbationsare incompressibleandthat

theplasmaisincontactwithaconductingwall.The assumptionofincompressibilityis

validinresistiveMHD wheregrowthtimesaretypicallylongcomparedwiththetransit

.timeofsoundwaves, ltprovesconvenienttointroduceamagneticvectorpotential,a,and

a vectorstreamfunction,u,suchthatthemagneticfield,b = V xa ,and thevelocity

v = Vxu. The MHD equationsthentaketheform:

= (Vxu)xB - SJ-VxVxa + V__t

O_-(tVxVxu) = Vx((Vxa) + (Vxa). VB)
B. V

wherewe usetheconventionthatlowercaselettersrepresentperturbedquantitieswhile

capitalsrefertoequilibriumvalues.To definea andu uniquelywe adoptthegaugesuch

thatV_ = 0 andrequirethatthetoroidalcomponentofu shouldvanish.Theseequations

arethenwritteninanon-orthogonalmagneticfluxcoordinatesystem,Fourieranalyzedto

describetheirpoloidalandtoroidaldependences,andtheresultingevolutionequationsfor

theharmonicamplitudesaresolvednumericallyasan initialvalueproblemusingfinite

differencesinthe'radial'directiononly. The convolutionsums which appearare

evaluatedby a FastFourierTransformmethod. The radialdifferencingimplementsa

-16-
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staggered meshscheme which ensures that vector identities such as V.Vxa ---0 are satisfied
9

by the numerical differential operators. This is a crucial requirement in MtK)

stability codes. The staggered meshalso permits the boundary conditions to be applied in

a consistent manner. For the conducting wall situation used here these are simply that the

perpendicular components of b and v must vanish at the boundary. The remaining

components are then calculated consistently Without invoking any further ad-hoc physics.

In addition, since the low frequency, long wavelength MHD phenomena of interest evolve

on timescales that are long compared with the fastest normal modes of the system we use a

fully implicit temporal differencing scheme which both eliminates fast modes and avoids

severe timestep restrictions when the resistive term is locally large. This procedure leads

to an efficient code which enables large numbers of calculations to be carried out quickly.

This is particularly important since each calculation must be converged both in the number

of Fourier harmonics used and in the number of radial surfaces employed. The code

allows for up to 500 surfaces and 20 poloidal harmonics. A typical calculation runs in a

few minutes on the MFECC Cray 11.
i

2. Resistive Stability Analysis of TFTR Supershots

ARES has been used to study the resistive MHD properties of high _ 'supershots'

in TFTR. In these supershot discharges slowly growing MHD instabilities are often

observed which mar their confinement properties, though do not usually result in

disruption. A curious feature is t_at distinct modes occur in different discharges although

the equilibria inferred from each discharge are nominally very similar. For example,

characterizing the modes by m/n where m is the dominant poloidal harmonic and n is a

toroidal mode number, some supershot discharges exhibit a 2/1 mode, others where the

instability is 3/2 and sometimes no mode at all. In particular, the observation of a pure 3/2

-17-
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"' mode is peculiar to supershots anddoes not occur in other operating regimes. Fig.1

' shows the evolution of _, obtained from the TRANSP analysis code, which illustrates the

behavior described above. This particular sequence, together with some other supershots,

have been analyzed using ARES. Each equilibrium studied was shown to be stable to

ideal modes, both high and low n. Pressure and q profiles were obtained initially by

fitting data output from TRANSP. These were subsequently varied to study which effects

lead to the observed instabilities. In particular, since q is calculated by TRANSP assuming

models for the resistivity, bootstrap currrnt, etc. we have devised a method of modifying

the parallel current distribution, thereby altering q, in a manner that keeps both the edge

value of q and the inductance approximately constant. A typical result of this procedure is

illustrated in fig2

TFTR supershots are characterized by large values of [Sp(-2). This, together with

the small aspect ratio of the device leads to very strong toroidal stabilization of tearing

modes at relatively small values of the Lundquist number, S 2,3. Indeed, ali supershot

equilibria examined thus far are remarkably resilient to resistive MHD instability, which

may well be a reason for their good confinement properties. Typically, when using the

initial pressure and q profiles fitted to the experimental data we find instability only at

relatively small values of S. As S is increased, however, the growth rates decrease much

more rapidly than the S"3/5scaling expected from narrow layer theory. This behavior is

iUustrated in fig.3(a) which plots the mode growth rate as a function of S in our analysis of

TFTR shot 35782. This particular supershot, among the best observed thus far, achieved

_=0.92% (_ = 1.5, qe -6) despite the appearance Ofa n=2 instability. In our analysis of

this shot we find modes both with n=1 and n=2 where the latter has the larger growth rates.

Both modes stabilize, however, at values of S much smaller than those of interest

experimentally (-108- 109). In the example of fig.3(a) the n=l mode is stable when S >

4 104 while that with n=2 stabilizes when S > 3 107 We find, however, that the

stabilizing influence of toroidal geometry is mitigated when the pressure gradient in the

-18-
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Fig. 1 Evolution of [3in a sequence of TFTR Supershots

The initial development of each shot is identical.

Their MHD properties,however,aredistinct.
Instabilities, when they occur,mar theconfinement.



Fig. 2 Parallelcurrentdisu'itmuo_ w_thvaryingqo

This figureshows the change in theparallel
currentdistributionas qo is vw1_d. The
procedurekeeps the edge value ot q and the
inductanceapproximatelyc_
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Fig.3 TearingMode GrowthRatesinTFTR Shot35782

The strongstabilizingeffectoftoroidalgeometry

isillustratedinfig.3ta).The way inwhichthis

ismitigatedwhen thepressureprof'd¢isflattened

isshown infig.3(b)wherethemodes persistinto

theS-rangeofinterestandexhibitthetheoretical
scaling
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Fig.4 Variationof tearingmodegrowthratewithqo

This shot, #35782, was observed to be n=2 unstable.

While the n=l mode persists to small values of qo

in the computation, there is clearly a range where the

n = 2 mode has amuch larger growth rate.
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Fig 5. Pressureand q profiles used to generate the equilibria for figs 3(a) and (b)

Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate the initial pressure and pressure gradient

fitted to TRANSP data together with the perturbations introduced at

the surfaces q-'-3/2 and q=2. Fig. 5(e) shows the correspondingq-profile.
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These diagramsillustratethe qualitativeagreement between

experimentand the resistive MHD model.



vicinity of a r_tional surface is reduced. Thus, when we locally flatten the pressure
m

distribution over some small distance, _, at the rational surfaces fig 3(b) shows how the

modes then persist into the S-range of interest. Also, when $ is sufficiently large the

growth rates tend to the asymptotic S"3/s scaling predicted by narrow layer theory

identifying the instabilities as tearing modes. Fig. 4 illustrates the corresponding pressure

andq profiles used to calculate the equilibria;it is unlikely _'_,athe small scaledetails of the

pressure profile shown in fig. 4 Couldbe resolv_;dexperimen_ly. Fig 5 shows how the

_owth rates vary with qo, the central value of the uffety factor. This si_ows that the rt=2

mode appears when qo is sufficiently large (approximately 1.2 in this case). While we

also findmodes with n= 1 there is clearly a range of qo where then=2 instabilitydominates,

This itself is interesting since large aspect ratio _ suggests that the higher poloidal

mode numbers (associated with higher n numben) are easily stabilized leading to the

conventional wisdom that hf! instabilities should dominate. The computational result

found here, and again in our analysis of other su_, is new and worthy of further

investigation.

Coincidentally, the effect of locally flanemng mc pressure profile has been studied

analytically by Bishop4 et al who showed how the rm,croscopic width, e, replaces the

resistive layer width, _, in their dispersion re__. When the ratio e_ / e is small the

influence of thecurvature stabilization mech_sm Isprvdic_ to be considerably reduced,

as indeed we have found computationally. To emph_ze this point, tearing modes are

found at imp $ in high _ discharges only when _ revoke some mechanism which

locally redsees the pressure gradient (al_tt tram_a,_mfly)such that a mode can grow ;

possible candidates, for example, might be field _ or _ wavelength elecu'othcrmal

instabilities 5 etc. A magnetic island will t_n be fmm_ whose size will ultimately be

determined by non-lineau"dynamics and will stream _ 'fl_ s_)of, lt is interesting to no_

that the experimentalprofiles, in fact, exhibit mdiviner ft,inChingof the pressure profile in

the vicinity of the rational q surfaces, albeit when _ nmde is presumablywell established.

- 25-
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, _. Returning to the sequence of discharges whose [5evolution is shown in fig. l, these

were nominally similar shots each with q¢ - I I but with dietinct MHD stability

characteristics. We have examined the resistive stability of equilibria at the time indicated

by the dashed line in fig. I Again, in our analysis of these, equilibria the pressure profile

was flattened in the vicinity of rational surfaces as described above. The supershot,

,_umber 26606, was observed experimentally to be purely 2/I unstable. We find

computationally that this mode appears when the central value of the safety factor, qo, is

sufficiently large. This is shown in fig. 5(a) which plots the growth rate as a functio_ of

qo at a given value of S. Similarly the growth rate as a function of S at a given qo scales as

S"3/5 at sufficiently large S, identifying the instability as a tearing mode. In this case we

.also find instability with n=2 though, as shown in fig.5(a), the growth rates are small and

the mode is not well separated from that with n-I as qo is varied. On the other hand, shot

number 26637 of the sequence was observed to be purely 3/2 unstable. Stability analysis

of this second case yields the result shown in fig.5(b). We now find that the n--2 mc,de is

more robust and well separated from that with n=l in the qo dia_,_am. In particular, only

the n=2 mode is excited when (lo < 1.3. Similarly, fig.5(c) summarizes the analysis of

shot 26627 which was experimentally stable. Again, both n-I and n=2 modes are found

when qo is sufficiently large. In this case the absence of a mode in the experiment would

imply that qo was closer to uniT' than in the previous shots of the seqt,Lence. Thus, given

the caveat of requiring a local flattening of the pressure prof'fle in the vicinity of rational

surfaces, Ik_ sequence of experimental observations s_.'ms consistent with the predictions

of the resistive MHD model. As in the study of high n ideal ballooning modes and

'second stability' the value of qo is an important parameter which, uvformnately is not

presently measured. The absence of sawtooth oscillations in the discharges considered

here is, however, indicative of qo > I. In addition, the evolution of q calculated by

TRANSP indicates values of qo up to about 1.3. The results presented here suggest that

stable operation requires that qo should be kept close to unity. This contradicts the

- 26-



" co_nclusions of second region studies which favour large values of qo, at least in this study ,

of supershots. It would clearly be of interest to extend these resistive MHD calculations

to other regimes and to study the repercussions for 'second stability'. In particular a study

of PBX-M equilibria would be valuable since this device was designed specifically to

explore operation in the high [3,second region of ideal MHD stability.
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Associated presentations

Various aspects of the work summarized in this report have been described at the

following meetings and conferences"

M.W. Phillips and M.H.Hughes. 'Profile Control and Stable Acess to the Second Region

in PBX'M and TFTR'. Presented at 31st Annual Meeting of APS, Division of Plasma

Physics, Anaheim, CA, November 1989.

M.W. Phillips and M.H.Hughes. 'Resistive Analysis of l-tigh-13MHD Activity in TFTR'.

Presented at Second q'q'F Transport Meeting, Hilton Head, SC, February 1990

M.H Hughes and M,W.Phillips. 'Resistive MHD Analysis of TFTR Supershots'.

Presented at the International Sherwood Theory Meeting, Williamsburg, VA., April 1990.

Copies of these presentations are appended to this report.
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